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ABSTRACT
A bandwidth-sharing scheme for group video conferencing
is presented in this paper. The key features of the scheme
are the monitoring of user behavior and message passing,
which are used by each client in order to identify and report
their interest in other group members. Each video sender
operates on the information about other users’ interest in
order to adjust the sender’s own frame rate, resolution, and
ultimately bandwidth consumption in an attempt to satisfy
the current interests of the receivers as well as the overall
bandwidth constraints of the session. A general framework,
an initial prototype, and a bandwidth allocation algorithm
are presented together with experimental results. The ex-
periences from the prototype have prompted refinements to
the bandwidth-allocation algorithm that will be important
for future implementations. We also conclude that the nec-
essary messaging will not add a significant amount of band-
width.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4.3 [Information Systems Applications]: Communi-
cations Applications

General Terms
Algorithms performance reliability

Keywords
User behavior, performance, bandwidth allocation, video,
media distribution

1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout history, people have always wanted to interact,
to meet and discuss. Already since the advent of the tele-
phone, we have been seeking to collaborate without regard
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to the sometimes-great distances between us, being able to
form groups based not on geographic location, but rather
on interests and skills. As electronic networks have emerged
and grown, and bandwidth has increased applications that
support voice over IP in various flavors are on the verge of
replacing the land-line telephone.

Body language is an integral part of how humans communi-
cate. This is why voice-only communication cannot entirely
replace real-life meetings. One class of applications, the col-
laborative workspaces, seeks to fill that gap. By offering a
number of services such as voice, text-based chat, shared
whiteboards, shared web browsing, and video communica-
tion, their objective is to create a virtual presence. Even if
collaborative workspaces come in various shapes and sup-
plies a number of useful services, their key function is to
satisfy the human need for not only hearing the words a
person speaks, which is perhaps not even half of the mes-
sage (according to some authors [13] as little as 30%), but
also seeing this person. This conveys the message to a fuller
extent. It also, which is possibly as important, creates a
feeling of presence.

In the same way that the speaker’s body language is im-
portant for the listener and viewer, it has intrinsic proper-
ties relating to the importance of the message that is being
conveyed. Since the video streams from the members of a
collaborative workspace session are also a major component
with regards to bandwidth consumption, bandwidth alloca-
tion schemes, and especially dynamic schemes, may become
a key feature regarding the cost-effective use of bandwidth.

IP multicast offers scalable media distribution and is an en-
abler for collaborative workspaces. Although IP multicast
has been around since more than 20 years, Internet-wide
deployment is not a reality today. On the other hand these
kinds of applications are making their way into educational
and industry environments as multicast is being deployed
in subnets such as in university networks or in corporate
networks.

In addition to the variety of implementations of collabora-
tive workspaces, there are also a number of usage scenarios,
each of which may warrant their own optimizations. There



is for example the lecture scenario in which one person is
the sole sender and all other are listeners. In a discussion
scenario, any number of session members can be an active
sender while another group are again just listeners. The
senders shift rapidly.

Yet another scenario is named the electronic corridor and
is used at Lule̊a University of Technology on a daily basis.
People who may or may not be geographically co-located,
form a virtual work-office corridor by being members of a
dedicated collaborative workspace session. In this scenario
we would at times recognize the lecture scenario, at other
times the discussion scenario, and at yet other times, we
would find an idle virtual meeting-place where people dur-
ing periods of time attend to their own business, while just
keeping up a visual presence in the corridor.

In the first scenario it would be simple to allocate the major
part of the bandwidth to the lecturer, while in the second
scenario the most obvious solution would be to share the
bandwidth equally among the session members. But since
neither scenario, like in real life meetings, is static, such a
solution designed for a static case, would fail. This is why
floor control is a poor choice of strategy. In most cases there
will be not exactly one sender, but at least one sender. In
the electronic corridor, we wish to consume a minimum of
bandwidth, while being adequately updated on the activities
of the corridor inhabitants. Thus, we can appreciate that
the number of important video streams will inevitably vary
widely over time.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Next,
in section 1.1 research issues are presented. Section 1.2 dis-
cusses related work. Then, in section 2 we discuss the de-
sign of the video bandwidth adaptation scheme, including
the identification of important video streams, the proposed
algorithm, and experiences from running a prototype in a
small group of research people. In section 3 we summarize,
conclude, and suggest directions for future work.

1.1 Research Issues
The key research issues in this work are

• How should applications be designed to be able to cost-
effectively distribute media under various usage sce-
narios and also in heterogeneous environments?

• How can a scheme for dynamic video bandwidth allo-
cation be designed to help applications use video pres-
ence while conserving bandwidth?

• Would an adaptive video bandwidth implementation
be able to handle the widely varying conditions that
we find in different usage scenarios?

The first question is a more general one, also covering error
handling and congestion control. The issues discussed in this
paper seek to answer a part of that only, and more precisely
that of the video distribution. This paper proposes one such

scheme for dynamic allocation, and it lays the foundation for
answering the third question.

The paper presents a bandwidth-sharing scheme for group
video conferencing aimed at a general use collaborative work-
space environment, such as the electronic corridor. The
scheme operates by first identifying session participants that
are of high importance to other group members and then al-
locating them a larger share of the session bandwidth. This
is achieved primarily through the implicit detection of user-
behavior, such as the configuration of a user’s desktop, and
utilizes message passing so that receivers can reflect their
interests back to the senders in question.

1.2 Related Work
The use of implicit user-behavior in resource control has
been applied to a wide range of multimedia applications,
with each scheme being limited in scope to a specific domain.
For example, Kulju et al. [6] investigated user behavior in
the context of video streaming, while Ott et al. [10] focused
on its use within their own 3D landscape. In addition, re-
cent work in collaborative workspaces has investigated how
hints may be used in order to dynamically control the use
of reliable multicast [11]. The work most similar to that
presented in this paper is the SCUBA protocol [1], which
also uses the detection of user interest in order to allocate
bandwidth in video conferencing. SCUBA described the ba-
sic architectural components for schemes of this type, but
little research has been done in this area since its introduc-
tion and new ideas as well as refinement on several points
are still possible.

Chen [2] designed a multi-party video conferencing system
in which low-frame-rate video was sent during idle periods
and the frame rate was accelerated as soon as a user made a
gesture, thus signaling relevant activity. In this application
the low-frame-rate video was sent reliable on top of UDP.
In Chen’s system, this reliability was necessary for not over-
looking important gestures that in turn was a significant
part of the bandwidth control. We propose to use this or
a similar scheme as a quality enhancement tool during low-
frame-rate in future prototypes.

Though user behavior is the principal component in the work
that is presented in this paper, application semantics is an
important component for this to work smoothly with the
application. Sending low-rate video reliably but high-rate
at best effort is just one example of the use of application
semantics. In [3] Elf and Parnes presented a framework
primarily aimed at relaxing reliability for efficiency and er-
ror handling reasons using application semantics. This ap-
proach is applicable also for the present work and though
not being a part of the present prototype experiment, its
application to bandwidth adaptation schemes and our col-
lected effort relating to cost-efficiency in bandwidth use is
highly relevant.

2. THE DESIGN OF A VIDEO BANDWIDTH
ADAPTATION SCHEME

The bandwidth sharing scheme described in this section fol-
lows the same architecture as SCUBA [1], but also differs
from it in several ways. The first is that a novel approach for



Figure 1: Video windows included in the Marratech
Work Environment.

bandwidth sharing is used that seeks to first fulfill the mini-
mal needs of all senders before dividing the remaining band-
width among important group members. In addition, infor-
mation about user interest is used to help each sender select
the correct parameters in the tradeoff between image resolu-
tion and frame rate, which is something that SCUBA does
not take into consideration. Another key difference is that
optimizations for message passing are presented in the con-
text of empirical observations made about how humans in-
teract with collaborative workspaces, whereas SCUBA pre-
sented an alternative method based on statistical sampling.
Finally, greater flexibility is shown in the number and types
of user-behavior explored.

In order to determine the video streams that are of interest
to a particular receiver one must answer the question, ”Who
is this user currently viewing, and in what context?”

In regards to viewing context, the video windows provided
inside the application user interface define the range of pos-
sible answers. The Marratech Work Environment [7], which
we have used for prototyping, is shown in Figure 1 and in-
cludes video panels in several different windows. These win-
dows are designed to complement each other and allow each
participant to view other members in a variety of ways. Sim-
ilar to the well known research application vic [9], Marratech
provides users with a “Participants” window, which gives a
thumbnail overview of the video streams currently received
from the group, and a “Focus” window that displays the
video obtained from a single group member at higher resolu-
tion. In addition to these windows, Marratech also contains
a small video panel in each private chat display, which al-
lows two participants to easily obtain response clues such as
posturing and facial gestures (smiling etc.) while chatting
in private.

Table 1 lists each of these windows specific roles in presence
delivery along with their individual resource requirements
including resolution and minimum ”acceptable” frame rate,
which was obtained from a variety of sources. In regards
to the Focus window, the minimum acceptable rate is de-
rived from the various work summarized by Chen [2]. This
includes work by Tang et al. [12], who noted that users con-
sider 5 fps to be tolerable, and Watson et al. [14], who found
that users do not perceive audio and video to be synchro-
nized at frame rates lower than 5 fps. Other studies have

also shown little difference in communication behavior or
task outcome between 5 fps and 25 fps [4, 5, 8]. Together
this work suggests that 5 fps will provide users with an ad-
equate experience in a variety of situations requiring a high
amount of attention. The values provided for the Focus
window and private chat windows were obtained through a
survey conducted of expert Marratech users, and reflect the
values most typically reported as ”tolerable” for the each of
the respective windows.

2.1 Identifying Important VideoStreams
The primary method for detecting user interest is to monitor
user interface parameters that will reveal the video senders
currently loaded in each of the video panels described above.
In our case, this leads to a host giving one of four possible
classifications to each sender, one for each of the separate
video window configurations and one classification for mem-
bers that are currently not viewed in any available panel.
For some applications it may also be desirable to create
classifications that describe senders contained in multiple
panels simultaneously, but with the Marratech environment
this is not necessary because the frame rate and resolution
required for panels delivering a high level of presence will
also be sufficient for each lower level. Thus, a video stream
that is delivered for the Focus window will also be sufficient
for the Participants window and so on.

Cross-media clues can also be used to detect an important
video stream [1] with the most useful example being the
monitoring of audio. The current audio sender is usually a
leading presenter or an otherwise important participant in
group discussions so the Marratech application gives users
the option of selecting ”video follows audio”, which will au-
tomatically move the current speaker into the Focus window.
Monitoring the content of the Focus window will still be suf-
ficient to detect an important stream in this case, but the
audio clue can be useful to reduce the latency it takes for
a sender to realize its importance and to further prioritize
audio senders over other ”focused” participants as described
in the next subsection. This is also discussed in section 2.4
in relation to the evaluation of the prototype behavior.

The whiteboard and chat can also provide useful clues, but
of a somewhat different nature than audio and video. While
drawing with the whiteboard pen or sending a chat mes-
sage may be a sign that a user has become interesting to
other users, this will likely only be for a short period of time
while they ”check out” the user’s activity. Therefore, when
a sender has a low frame rate (less than 1 fps) an event from
either of these media can be used in order to have him send
an extra frame or two.

2.1.1 Downgrading a Sender
At times user interface monitoring and cross-media clues
can be misleading and may cause a client to identify senders
as important when in fact their video feeds are expendable.
Electronic corridor participants can for example typically
leave their office for an extended period of time, which may
result in a client that continues to act on the behalf of its
user even though no one is in the room to view the video
streams received. One strategy that can be adopted in order
to minimize the impact from this type of misidentification is
to obtain hints regarding events external to the application



Table 1: Video windows in Marratech client.
Window Purpose of Panel Pixel Resolution Min. Frame Rate

Focus high level of presence 702 x 576, 352 x 288, 176 x 144 5 fps
Private Chat response clues 176 x 144, 88 x 72 1 fps
Participants overview of activity 88 x 72 .2 fps

before making decisions on behalf of the client. Hints of this
type work to downgrade a sender that would otherwise be
identified as important, and can further refine the process
of detecting user importance. Several example hints in this
category are listed below.

Detecting Idle Receivers It is pointless for a receiver to
continue requesting video from senders when no one is
actively using the computer. One primary method for
detecting an idle receiver is to monitor the user’s screen
saver. This can be complemented by other techniques,
such as the monitoring of peripheral input devices like
the keyboard and mouse, and/or the detection of a
lack of movement in front of the user’s camera.

Window placement When windows from other applica-
tions cover up a video panel, it is a solid indication
that the user is not interested in the incoming video
stream [6]. This should also be true if the video win-
dow in question is minimized.

Limited Resources Even if a user can benefit from re-
ceiving additional data it does not guarantee that he
has enough resources to do so. This can be especially
true when using a mobile client as they are often more
limited by CPU and memory resources than available
bandwidth.

2.2 Video Adjustment Algorithm
The video adjustment algorithm we have designed works by
first to provide each sender with the minimum acceptable
frame rate and proper image resolution for its most inter-
ested receiver, with unused bandwidth beyond that point
distributed evenly among the highest priority senders in the
group. The rationale for using this ”minimum requirements
first” strategy is that it allows important senders to deliver
the richest experience possible while keeping them from pun-
ishing less important senders. The main drawback of this
method is that it may not be appropriate for use with ses-
sions that have very limited bandwidth, for example those
which intend to support modem users, because the aggre-
gate requirements of even the least demanding senders may
be hard to meet. However, sessions of this type are today
generally viewed as a special case and most likely need a
scheme that is optimized specifically for use with low band-
width sessions [2], rather than a scheme that is designed for
general use like the scheme that is described in this paper.

Obviously, it is not realistic to assume that the minimum
acceptable requirements will be the same in every situation.
In practice the administrator of the session should have the
option of setting these values. However, in order to make
the creation of sessions more user friendly it is important to
have a workable set of default values that can be used when

the administrator does not exercise this option. With this in
mind we have done an analysis of expected bandwidth usage
when sending at several of the appropriate frame rates and
image resolutions discussed in Table 1.

Table 2 includes this information and can be used as a ref-
erence when trying to determine how well a minimum re-
quirements approach will scale in the real world. The band-
width measurements included were taken from a Marratech
e-meeting client while sending video data at various frame
rates and resolutions included in Table 1. The fourth col-
umn in Table 2 shows bandwidth measurements taken dur-
ing ”typical” use, with the low value representative of users
that are fairly still in front of their computer, and the high
value taken during moments of high activity, such as the
user moving about or interacting with another person in
the office. It should be mentioned that although the pri-
vate chat and Focus windows have variable resolutions our
measurements were taken with the default settings applied.

The numbers in Table 2 should only be treated as estimates,
as variations in bandwidth consumption can be expected due
to real-world factors, such as the camera type in use and the
amount of motion between frames. They do however show
that for a typical session (less than 50 users) it is not diffi-
cult to meet the minimum requirements for the Participants
window due to the low bandwidth required by each sender.
In practice this is also true for private-chat users because
the concurrent number of chats is usually equal to a small
fraction of the number of session participants. However, the
requirements of each ”more important” sender, defined as
those currently sending audio or being viewed in the Fo-
cus window, may be difficult to meet if the attention of the
group is too ”spread out” or if the session has low to medium
available bandwidth (256 Kb/s - 500 Kb/s).

Each sender operates within the scheme by classifying itself
on a scale from 0 to 4 based on how it is viewed by other
group members and whether or not it is currently sending
audio. These classifications are:

4 - audio sender

3 - Focus-window sender

2 - private-chat sender

1 - Participants-window sender

0 - no interested receivers

A host uses information about its class in order to determine
its frame rate and resolution as given in Table 1, and mea-
sures the incoming bandwidth consumption of other mem-



Table 2: Estimated bandwidth usage for each sender.
Window Frame Rate Resolution Bandwidth Usage

Focus 5 fps 352 x 288 55 kb/s - 160 kb/s
Private Chat 1 fps 88 x 72 8 kb/s - 20 kb/s
Participants .2 fps 88 x 72 less than 1 kb/s - 4 kb/s

bers in order to determine the amount of bandwidth avail-
able to it. The sender then uses this information in order
to adapt its video using the priority scheme described below.

Step 1: Bandwidth is divided evenly between all the senders
until each sender can send at the minimum frame rate and
resolution for the Participants window.

Step 2: If there is still session bandwidth available after step
1, it is allocated between the senders of class 2 or higher until
they are sending at the minimal frame rate and resolution
for the private chat window.

Step 3: If there is still available bandwidth after step 2, it
is divided between senders of class 3 or or higher until they
can send at the necessary frame rate and resolution for the
Focus window. This is done first for class 4 senders, and
then for class 3 senders.

Step 4: All remaining bandwidth is divided evenly between
each sender in class 3 and 4.

The algorithm is more formally described in Figure 2. The
function availableBandwidth() supplies the bandwidth that
has been allocated as maximum for this session. This maxi-
mum value can be either a session parameter or obtained in
some other fashion. The parameter applies to all members
of the session, and when a bandwidth allocation algorithm
is at work, the availableBandwidth() signals the practical
upper limit.

This algorithm has also been implemented in the analyzer
that is used to interpret the log data collected by the pro-
totype application.

2.3 Receiver Feedback
In order for a sender to be aware of how it is viewed by
other group members a mechanism needs to be in place that
allows each receiving host to communicate their interests
via messages. The simplest way to do this is to have each
receiver automatically send a message each time an event
occurs that causes it to reclassify a sender. This approach
may of course end up in unnecessary messages being passed
but it is not clear if this will consume enough bandwidth to
significantly reduce the performance of the application.

Several techniques can be applied in order to reduce the
number of unnecessary messages with the most obvious ex-
ample occurring when someone starts to send audio, which
will cause them to be moved into the Focus window by sev-
eral participants simultaneously. In this situation a more
efficient approach then having each receiver send a message

Table 3: User interactions logged during empirical
study and influence on sender class.

Event Bandwidth Up-/Down-
class grading

Un-muting audio 4 Up
Muting audio 4 Down
Viewing or maximizing video 3 Up
Minimizing or closing video 3 Down
Opening private media 2 Up
Closing private media 2 Down
Un-muting participant video 1 Up
Muting participant video 1 Down

is to instead have each receiver inform the group when they
change the ”video follows audio” option, which will enable
the accurate use of the audio clue mentioned in sect. 2.1.

An unnecessary message may also be created when a re-
ceiver views a sender in a new context while already receiv-
ing enough video. For example, if a sender has a frame rate
of 5 fps due to the actions of other receivers, it is pointless to
send it a message when opening up a private chat window,
as this requires a refresh rate of only 1 fps. The number of
messages of this type can be reduced by having each receiver
monitor the frame rate and resolution of incoming streams
and pass messages only when they are deemed to be inade-
quate. The drawback of this technique is that it will make
it difficult for senders to know exactly whom every receiver
is watching, and will thus require an additional mechanism
so that each sender can find out when they should reduce
their bandwidth after receivers have lost interest in them.
A simple way to handle this is to include information about
how each sender is viewed in RTCP receiver reports, which
will solve the problem, but will also introduce latency in
the bandwidth reduction process. SCUBA takes a differ-
ent approach towards feedback and uses statistical sampling
rather than obtaining messages from the entire group. The
advantage of this method is that it improves overall scala-
bility because the number of messages grows logarithmically
rather than linearly as the session size increases.

2.4 Prototype experiences
Because messages should only be created based on specific
user interactions it is not clear if any of the above mes-
sage reduction strategies are necessary, or if these interac-
tions will typically be infrequent enough to make the num-
ber of messages passed in the session negligible. In order
to gain further understanding of the potential amount of
bandwidth that messages may consume, we conducted an



b0 ← availableBandwidth()

if ((r1

4
P

i=1
ni) > b0)

done

sij ← b1 ∀ i, j

s1 ←
4
P

i=1

ni
P

j=1
sij

if ((b0 − s1) < r2(n2 + n3 + n4))
done

sij ← sij + r2 ∀ i >= 2, j

s2 ←
4
P

i=1

ni
P

j=1
sij

if ((b0 − s2) < r3n4)
done

s4j ← s4j + r3

s3 ←
4
P

i=1

ni
P

j=1
sij

if ((b0 − s3) < r3n3)
done

s3j ← s3j + r3

s4 ←
4
P

i=1

ni
P

j=1
sij

b4 = (b0 − s4)

if (b4 ≤ 0)
done

sij ← sij + b4/(n3 + n4) ∀ i ≥ 3, j

Where,
b0 Originally available bandwidth
b1..4 Consumed bandwidth
r1..4 Minimum rates for class 1..4, acc. to Table 2
si Total bandwidth for class i senders
i 1..4 is the bandwidth classes
j 1..ni is the number of senders in class i

Figure 2: Pseudo code describing the bandwidth al-
location algorithm.

empirical study of a research group consisting of nine daily
Marratech users. This was done by creating a prototype
version of Marratech, which generates messages based on
specific user interactions as summarized in Table 3, and dis-
tributing it among these users. The messages were logged
over a three-day period under normal working conditions,
which included a formal research discussion on the last day,
as well as periods of more ”common” use.

Figure 3 shows four graphs of activity during the logging
period, in which a total of 1046 interactions were detected,
corresponding to 119244 bytes worth of data. The average
message length was 114 bytes, which included a sender id,
timestamp and an indication of the interaction in question.
It should be noted that these messages were not optimized
in any way, so in practice it should be possible to reduce
this size. Graphs a, b and c show activity during ”common
use” periods and are highlighted by a fairly low amount of
activity, with some short bursts occurring that correspond
to increased interaction between the users.

As expected the most intensive period of message creation
by far occurred during the research discussion on the last
day, which is shown in graph d. This included the hour of
highest activity during the three days, in which 380 messages
were sent. The peak minute of usage during the research
discussion resulted in a total of 27 interactions, which cor-
responds to an average bandwidth consumption of less than
.05 kb/s and a total bandwidth consumption of 3068 bytes.
This shows that even if all the messages during the most
active minute of the discussion were created simultaneously
that the amount of bandwidth consumed would be negligi-
ble.

Thus, a conclusion can be drawn from this study that during
normal use the total number of messages expected should
consume a tiny portion of the session bandwidth, even if
no optimizations are in place. Thus there is a fair amount
of latitude here, before the messaging possibly becomes a
problem. This includes radical optimization of the message
format, and piggybacking messages onto other information
packets.

Figure 4 shows four graphs demonstrating the sum of “grad-
ings” computed by the log file analyzer implemented in perl
for each log event during the logging period of three days. In
this particular sense a sender is afforded one “grade” when
one receiver views that sender in the main video window.
Since one or more receivers can view one sender, each sender
can well obtain a higher grade than one. More generally, if
there are n members of a session, the highest possible grade
is then n− 1−

P

gi, where gi is the grade of an individual
instance of the other session members. The maximum total
number of grades would be n for the not so practical situ-
ation that everyone in the session is watching each other in
a logic “circle”. Then, every session member would obtain
an equal share of the bandwidth. Otherwise, since a sender
cannot obtain a grade for watching its own video, the maxi-
mum grade is n−1, for example in the lecture scenario where
every receiver is paying attention to the lecturer, s/he would
obtain most of the bandwidth, at least up to some practical
limit.



Figure 3: Graphs showing the total number of interactions within a 9-user research group over a three-day
period. (Note the scale difference in (d).)

Figure 4: Graphs showing the total grading of senders based on receiver’s interest in their video within a
9-user research group over a three-day period, evaluated from the log data described in Figure 3.



Figure 5: Graph showing the simulated cumulative
bandwidth for selected senders from a portion of
the seminar scenario, evaluated from the log data
described in Figure 3. As is evident from the graph,
the session bandwidth limit is 500 kb/s.

In the group, consisting of 9 active people, that used our
prototype, the highest grade was 5 of the practical limit 8.

It might be suggested that the bandwidth-allocating algo-
rithm should take a sender’s grading into account, so that a
sender in class 3 with grade 4 (designated grade 3.4) would
be considered more important than a sender with grade 3.1.
This would give the advantage for example in lecture sce-
narios, that people who occasionally divert from the lecturer
to view someone else in the session, would not have an im-
pact on the lecturer’s video bandwidth. The lecturer would
also be “protected” by the fact that sending audio pushes
the sender to class 4, and since class 4 will be allocated be-
fore class 3, this problem would be most pronounced during
times when there is no audio.

From the figures (3 and 4) it is evident that there are sub-
stantial periods when the activity is very low and when no
user is shown in someone’s main video window, the Focus
window. This is fully consistent with the “electronic corri-
dor” scenario, which was referenced earlier in Section 1. The
bandwidth allocated according to the presented scheme dur-
ing such periods is very low, amounting to 1 kb/s for each
participant. There may be a significant amount of “idling
time”. We suggest that this time be put to better use, by
sending the 0.2 frames per second (cf. Table 2) reliable to
reach a higher level of quality which would be especially
beneficial in relation to the very low frame rate. It has been
shown e.g. by Chen [2] that this is a feasible solution.

Due to the low frame rate this would hardly pose a timing
problem and it would supply the viewer of the electronic
corridor with a picture that is always correct.

The same analyzer that was implemented to parse the logged
information for user activity and user grading also imple-
mented the bandwidth-sharing algorithm presented in Fig-
ure 2. The algorithm makes use of a set of constraints, which
are the session bandwidth limit and the target rates for the
different classes of senders (cf. Table 2).

This implementation of the log file analyzer operated on the
log records only and gave a simulation of what bandwidths
the proposed algorithm would have allocated to the differ-
ent users. A small part of the result is presented in Figure
5. The figure shows, for a duration of only 10 minutes,
the proposed bandwidth allocations for the 5 most active
senders. The curves are accumulative and apart from the
small amount of bandwidth represented by the removed low-
rate senders, the sum of the bandwidths always amount to
the session limit, which in this run was set to 500 kb/s. The
graph shows rapid bandwidth fluctuations and that two or
possibly three people are watching each other’s Focus win-
dows towards the end of the seminar discussion.

It stands to reason that when implementing this algorithm
into Marratech Pro, there will have to be additional con-
straints, most notably timers to prevent the bandwidth to
change too often. Even if the previous experiments show
that the messaging traffic does not constitute a problem per
se there will be little sense in changing the bandwidth for
a user in extremely short intervals, resembling for example
the round trip time between sender and receiver.

The experiments also show that the allocation algorithm
should be expanded with the notion of sender grading.

3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced a framework for bandwidth sharing in
video conferencing that uses the implicit detection of user
interest as a metric for resource allocation. Schemes of this
type contain three architectural components, which are the
detection of user behavior, message passing, and bandwidth
adjustment algorithms. In the area of user-interest detection
we have described several methods for identifying users’ in-
terests and have introduced new ways to reduce the number
of false positives in this process. In addition, we have ex-
panded the area of bandwidth adjustment in order to help
senders correctly identify their optimal frame rate and image
resolution in each situation and have done so by adopting
a ”minimum requirements first” strategy. This strategy at-
tempts to provide each sender with the minimum frame rate
and image resolution for its most interested receiver before
assigning the remaining session bandwidth to the senders
deemed to be most important.

We have also discussed several different mechanisms de-
signed to reduce the number messages created, and have
conducted an empirical study in order to determine how
necessary they are during real use. This study was con-
ducted by deploying a prototype we created among a re-
search group at our university that allowed us to monitor
the messages they generated by their behavior using the
collaboration application. We concluded from this study
that, given the interactions from Table 3, messages will oc-
cur infrequently enough during normal use that such mes-
sage reduction mechanisms are of little use in practice, even
though they may be academically interesting. From further
analyzes of the user behavior logs, including the grading of
senders and the simulation of bandwidth allocation based
on the user behavior, we concluded that grading of senders
can be a valuable tool and that the bandwidth allocation
scheme must smooth out allocations over time.



In the introduction 1.1 we presented three research ques-
tions that represent the driving force for this work. These
questions have been addressed in this paper as follows.

Application design for cost-effective media distribu-
tion. In general we mean that in order to cost-effectively
distribute media streams under varying usage scenarios and
in heterogeneous environments, applications must be de-
signed to take into account not only error handling in rela-
tion to application semantics, but also as we propose, handle
user behavior. It is our opinion that a framework like the
one proposed in this paper would enhance the success rate
of building this kind of design into applications.

On the design of dynamic video bandwidth appli-
cation schemes. A scheme for dynamic video bandwidth
allocation that is designed based on these conclusions, would
help applications establish a video presence using the sug-
gested ”minimum requirements first” strategy and would
furthermore cater for conservation of bandwidth by allocat-
ing resources only to those senders who, according to other
listeners behavior, are the most relevant resource consumers.

Handling widely varying usage scenarios. Handling
the widely varying use-cases or scenarios in which collab-
orative applications are used is indeed a problem when it
is acted upon at a “protocol” level. Our approach to act
at the topmost level, the user behavior, helps us to handle
extremely different scenarios equally effective.

3.1 Future Work
Our first priority in the future is to make a complete, user-
friendly prototype that can be distributed among the Mar-
ratech test users. This will require us to look into several
issues including user-interface options so that users can ”opt
out” of the dynamic bandwidth process. In the real world
this will be necessary because there are some situations when
it is most beneficial to allow certain users in the session to
set their bandwidth consumption manually. We also plan to
study the performance of our scheme in this type of mixed
environment.

Furthermore, as this kind of on-line collaborative environ-
ment becomes more popular, it may become common that
users participate in more than one session at the same time.
In the research group at Lule̊a University of Technology, this
is definitely already the case. There is obviously a possibil-
ity of conflict here since such a user will probably not be of
equal interest to others in all sessions. Therefore, the user’s
classification (class.grading) will not be relevant over differ-
ent sessions and the user will “steal” bandwidth in the ses-
sions where the interest is lower, and will “loose” bandwidth
in sessions where the interest is higher. Presently, Marrat-
ech does not support sending different-rate video streams
to separate sessions and will use the “worst case” strategy
and thus use the video rate of the session with the highest
constraints and, therefore, the lowest frame rate. We will
investigate these implications in future work. Possible solu-
tions include allowing for different frame rates in different
sessions.

In addition, robust user studies are needed in order to find
further ways of refining the bandwidth allocation scheme. In

particular, it is not clear at this time if it is best to divide all
the extra bandwidth between only the important senders in
the group as stated in sec. 2.2, or if there is a more optimal
strategy. In some situations for example it may be better
for a portion of the extra bandwidth to be used in order to
increase the frame rate of clients in the Participants window.
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